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Porous metal materials are multifunctional lightweight materials and have been used widely in industry. The structural and
functional characters of porous metal materials depend on the pore structure which can be described effectively by the fractal
theory. This paper reviews the major achievements on fractal analysis of pore structure of porous metal materials made by State
Key Laboratory of Porous Metal Materials, China, over the past few years.These include (i) designing and developing a set of novel
fractal analytical software of porousmetal materials, (ii) the influence ofmaterial characterization and image processingmethod on
the fractal dimension, and (iii) the relationship between the material performance and the fractal dimension. Finally, the outlooks
of fractal theory applied in porous metal materials are discussed.

1. Introduction

The fractal phenomenon is ubiquitous in a wide array
of materials such as the growth of crystal, the fracture
or martensite morphology, the quasicrystal structure, the
deposited film, and the porous materials [1, 2]. These mate-
rials are a unique class of disordered materials and often
display complex microstructures. Since the fractal theory
was presented [3], it had been widely used in many fields
of modern science, such as studying permeability of porous
media [4, 5] or dual-porosity medium [6], investigating the
mechanism of gas diffusion or fluid flow in porous media [7–
10], evaluating dislocation structure [11], discussing positive
pulsed streamer patterns in supercritical CO

2
[12], analyzing

fracture surfaces or network [13, 14], simulating the failure
of concrete [15], disclosing the temporal change of tropical
cyclone Dan complex structure [16], and discussing the heat
flux of subcooled pool boiling [17] and thermal conductivity
performance [18].

For porous metal material, its performance is strongly
affected by the pore structure, so the accurate description
of pore structure has become a research hotspot in recent
years [19]. The fractal theory is an effective method for
discussing the pore structure of porous metal materials. This

paper reviews the major achievements on fractal analysis of
pore structure of porous metal materials made by State Key
Laboratory of Porous Metal Materials, China, over the past
few years, including a set of novel fractal analytical software
of porousmetalmaterials developed, the influence ofmaterial
characterization and image processing method on the fractal
dimension of pore structure of porous metal materials, and
the relationship between the material performance and the
fractal dimension. Finally, the outlooks of fractal theory
applied in porous metal materials are discussed.

2. Novel Fractal Analytical Software

In order to analyze precisely the pore structure of porous
metal materials, a set of novel fractal analytical software
of porous metal materials was designed and developed by
us based on the fractal theory and the computer image
processing technology. Figure 1 shows the processing page
layout view of the software. For the software, the shape
factor and the sharpness factor of pore were introduced
as discussed elsewhere [20, 21]. In addition, the characters
and the processing steps of the software were described
systematically in our previous works [22–24].
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Figure 1: Layout view of software.

3. Analysis of Affecting Factors of
Fractal Dimension

The fractal dimension of pore structure of porousmetalmate-
rials was affected by the porosity, the image magnification,
the powder particle size, the powder morphology, the image
resolution, and the image region chosen [22–27].

3.1. Effects of Porosity and Powder Particle Size on Fractal
Dimension. At the same image magnification, the quantity
and the complexity of pore increase slowly as the porosity
of porous metal materials increases, so the fractal dimension
increases gradually with the porosity increasing [22, 24],
shown in Figure 2.

In addition, the relationship between the fractal dimen-
sion, the volume porosity, and the surface porosity can be
defined as [27]

𝜃 = 𝑀(1 +
1

𝐷
)𝜑, (1)

where 𝜃 is the volume porosity, 𝐷 is the fractal dimension, 𝜑
is the surface porosity, and𝑀 is the emendatory coefficient.

According to (1), the volume porosity of porous metal
materials made by irregular powder can be predicted and the
calculated results are in good agreement with the tested ones,
shown in Tables 1 and 2.

Table 1: Volume porosity of porous metal materials made by
irregular powder with the particle size of 44∼74 𝜇m.

Fractal
dimension 1.2304 1.2515 1.271 1.288 1.298

Volume porosity
tested, 𝜃/% 19.3 21.4 24.7 29.7 34.3

Volume porosity
calculated, 𝜃/% 17.07 19.06 21.44 26.17 30.29

Δ𝜃/% 2.23 2.34 3.26 3.53 4.01

Table 2: Volume porosity of porous metal materials made by
irregular powder with the particle size of 74∼150 𝜇m.

Fractal
dimension 1.1655 1.2072 1.2228 1.2441 1.2492

Volume porosity
tested, 𝜃/% 20.1 22.6 26.1 29.6 33.5

Volume porosity
calculated, 𝜃/% 18.43 21.23 24 26.59 31.85

Δ𝜃/% 1.67 1.37 2.1 3.01 1.65

It also can be seen from Figure 2 that the fractal dimen-
sion of pore structure of porous metal materials manufac-
tured by fine powder is higher than that by coarse powder
at the identical porosity.
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Figure 2: Fractal dimension versus porosity: (a) irregular powder and (b) spherical powder.
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Figure 3: Fractal dimension versus image magnification for (a) porous metal powder materials and (b) porous metal fiber materials.

3.2. Effects of Image Magnification and Powder Morphology
on Fractal Dimension. At the same porosity, the quantity of
pore decreases slowly as the image magnification increases,
so the fractal dimension decreases gradually with the image
magnification increasing, shown in Figure 3 [23, 24].

Additionally, for porous metal powder materials
(Figure 3(a)), the optimal image magnification ranges from
200 to 500. Furthermore, the relationship between the fractal
dimension and the image magnification can be described by
[23, 24]

𝐷 = 𝑎
0
exp(− 𝑥
𝑎
1

) + 𝑎
2
, (2)

where 𝑥 is the image magnification and 𝑎
0
, 𝑎
1
, and 𝑎

2
are the

correlative coefficients.
In addition, it also can be seen from Figure 3(a) that the

fractal dimension of pore structure of porous metal materials
manufactured by irregular powder is higher than that by
spherical powder at the identical imagemagnification and the
same powder particle size.

3.3. Effect of Image Resolution on Fractal Dimension. The
fractal dimension is also influenced by the image resolution,
shown in Figure 4 [26, 27]. It can be seen from Figure 4
that the fractal dimension at the original image resolution is
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Figure 4: Fractal dimension versus image resolution for porous
metal fiber materials.

Table 3: Fractal dimensions of pore structure for different regions
chosen.

Porosity/% 73.1% 88.2%
Region chosen 1 2 3 1 2 3
Fractal
dimension/𝐷 1.7609 1.7623 1.7671 1.8241 1.8284 1.8251

the lowest, about 1.665, while it increases gradually with the
image resolution increasing or decreasing.

3.4. Effect of Image Region Chosen on Fractal Dimension.
The effects of different image regions chosen on the fractal
dimensions are shown in Table 3. It can be seen from Table 3
that the difference between the fractal dimensions is very
small, lower than 1%, so the fractal dimension is not almost
affected by the image region chosen.The results show that the
microstructure of porous metal materials is homogeneous.

4. Relationship between the Material
Performance and the Fractal Dimension

The performance of porous metal materials is strongly
affected by the pore structure. In the paper, the relationships
between the mechanical properties, the acoustic properties,
the air permeability, and the microresistance of porous metal
materials and the fractal dimension were reviewed.

4.1. Relationship between the Mechanical Performance and the
Fractal Dimension. The relationships between the compres-
sive strength, the tensile strength, and the fractal dimension
are shown in Figure 5 [22, 28]. The results show that the
compressive or the tensile strength decreases gradually with
the fractal dimension increasing.

For porous metal powder materials, the relationship
between the compressive strength and the fractal dimension
can be regarded as

𝜎
𝑐
= 𝑎 (1 − exp (𝑘 (𝐷 − 𝑏))) , (3)

Table 4: Air permeability (𝐾) of porous metal materials made by
irregular powder with the particle size of 44∼74 𝜇m.

Fractal
dimension 1.2304 1.2515 1.271 1.288 1.298

𝐾tested
(m3/m2
⋅kPa⋅h) 14.20 15.30 19.50 30.01 47.90

𝐾calculated
(m3/m2
⋅kPa⋅h) 11.33 13.60 17.73 28.75 46.04

Δ𝐾/% 2.87 1.70 1.77 1.26 1.86

where 𝜎
𝑐
is the compressive strength and 𝑎, 𝑘, and 𝑏 are the

correlative coefficients.
For porousmetal fibermaterials, the relationship between

the tensile strength and the fractal dimension can be regarded
as

𝜎
𝑏
= 𝑎 − 𝑘 ⋅ 𝐷, (4)

where 𝜎
𝑏
is the tensile strength and 𝑎 and 𝑘 are the correlative

coefficients.

4.2. Relationship between the Sound Absorbing Performance
and the Fractal Dimension. The relationship between the
sound absorption coefficients and the fractal dimension is
shown in Figure 6 [28]. The results show that the sound
absorption coefficients of porous metal fiber materials
decrease little by little as the fractal dimension increases.

4.3. Relationship between the Air Permeability and the Fractal
Dimension. The relationship between the air permeability
and the fractal dimension is shown in Figure 7 [28]. The
results show that the air permeability of porous metal fiber
materials increases linearly as the fractal dimension increases.
In addition, the relationship between the air permeability and
the fractal dimension can be presented by

𝐾 =
𝐶 ⋅ (6.15𝑑

𝑓
𝜃
3.35
)
2

⋅ 𝑀 (1 + 1/𝐷) 𝜑

16
,

(5)

where 𝐾 is the air permeability, 𝐶 is the Kozeny Carman
constant, 𝑑

𝑓
is the diameter of metal fiber, 𝜃 is the volume

porosity, 𝜑 is the surface porosity, and𝑀 is the emendatory
coefficient.

According to (5), the air permeability of porous metal
powder materials is calculated and the calculated results are
in good agreement with the tested ones, shown in Table 4.
So the air permeability of porous metal materials can be
predicted using (5).

4.4. Relationship between the Microresistance and the Fractal
Dimension. The relationship between the microresistance of
porous metal materials and the fractal dimension is shown
in Figure 8 [29]. The results show that the microresistance
increases slowly as the fractal dimension increases.
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Figure 5: Mechanical properties versus fractal dimension for (a) porous metal powder materials and (b) porous metal fiber materials.
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Figure 6: Sound absorption coefficient versus fractal dimension for
porous metal fiber materials.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The fractal theory is a promising method for studying the
pore structure of porous metal materials. The paper attempts
a reasonably comprehensive review about our achievements
covering the affecting factors analysis of fractal dimension,
the relationships between the fractal dimension and the com-
pressive strength, the tensile strength, the sound absorption
coefficient, the air permeability, and the microresistance.
Most of the future research on fractal theory application in
porous metal materials will be driven by material structure
and properties. Furthermore, more accurate description of
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pore structure based on the fractal theory is indispensable for
optimizing the pore structure for obtaining excellentmaterial
performance.
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